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Resources

I agreed to speak about what early LHC running can tell us about some 
exotic physics scenarios.

I’m not really an expert on this subject.

I’ll do my best.

I welcome input from the audience as we go to improve the talk!

Some resources I have found useful:

Baur, Ligetti, Schmaltz, Thaler, Walker, “Supermodels”, 0909.5213.

Alwall, Feng, Kumar, Su, “Dark Matter Motivated Searches for an Exotic 
4th Generation Quarks in Tevatron and Early LHC data”, 1002.3366.

Berger, Cao, Chen, Shaughnessy, Zheng, “Color Sextet Scalars at the 
Early LHC”,1005.2622.



New Physics -- Early?!

Searching for new physics with small 
amounts of data is fun, challenging, 
and gives us something to do while 
we collect enough anti-matter to 

terrorize the vatican.

For the purposes of this talk, “early” 
mostly refers to 7 TeV pp collisions 
with about 1 fb-1 of collected data.

The challenge in identifying such 
signals is to find examples which are 
not already ruled out by precision 

data, LEP II, or the Tevatron.



Seven vs Ten (vs Fourteen)

At lower energies, signals involving 
high energy physics are smaller.

Rare, low background processes 
almost always lose compared to 10 or 
14 TeV.

Unless the reaction itself grows with 
energy, most cases are controlled by 
the parton flux.

Often backgrounds are smaller too -- 
particularly those driven by a gg initial 
state like top pair production.

Electroweak processes sometimes gain 
ground compared to top backgrounds!
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FIG. 1: LHC parton luminosities as defined in Eq. (1), as
functions of the partonic invariant mass. The solid (dashed)
curves are for the 7 TeV (10 TeV) LHC. The up quark has
been chosen as a representative quark, and each curve includes
the contribution from the CP conjugate initial partons.

which restricts the couplings of the Z ! to leptons. It is
therefore nontrivial to find supermodels that are as dis-
coverable as a standard Z ! but consistent with known
bounds on new physics.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we identify new particle production channels with
su!ciently large LHC cross sections and for which the
LHC has an advantage over the Tevatron. Assuming per-
turbative couplings, we find that s-channel production of
quark-quark (qq) or quark-antiquark (qq̄) resonances are
the best starting points for early LHC supermodels. In
Sec. III, we construct explicit models where these reso-
nances can decay to interesting and easily reconstructable
final states. While a standard Z ! does not work, gener-
alized Z ! scenarios can be supermodels, as are scenarios
involving diquarks. We conclude in Sec. IV.

II. PRODUCTION MODES

In this section, we discuss which production modes
have the potential to be supermodels, deferring detailed
model building to Sec. III. Since the expected integrated
luminosity at the Tevatron (! 10 fb"1) is orders of mag-
nitude larger than our 10 pb"1 benchmark luminosity
for early LHC analysis, and since pp̄ parton luminosi-
ties are not so di"erent from pp parton luminosities, one
must consider su!ciently heavy new particles to evade
the Tevatron reach. We will find that the most promising
perturbative scenarios accessible with 10 pb"1 of LHC
data are qq and qq̄ resonances.

To begin, we plot in Fig. 1 the LHC parton luminosi-
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FIG. 2: Ratios of the parton luminosities for 7 TeV (solid) and
10 TeV (dashed) LHC compared to the 1.96 TeV Tevatron, as
functions of the partonic invariant mass. When this ratio is
above the 103 horizontal dashed line, the LHC with 10 pb!1

will have greater sensitivity than the Tevatron with 10 fb!1.

ties, defined as

Fij(ŝ, s) =

! 1

ŝ/s
dxi

ŝ

xis
fi(xi) fj [ŝ/(xis)] , (1)

and in Fig. 2 the ratios of each parton luminosity at the
LHC and the Tevatron. In Eq. (1),

"
s is the center of

mass energy of the collider,
"

ŝ is the invariant mass of
the two interacting partons, and fi(xi) are the parton
distribution functions evaluated at a momentum fraction
xi and scale

"
ŝ. We use the CTEQ-5L parton distri-

bution functions [5]. (For similar plots using CTEQ-6L1
[6], see Ref. [7].)

It is often stated that the LHC is essentially a gluon
collider, so one might think that processes initiated by
gluons would be the best starting points for constructing
supermodels. However, Fig. 1 shows that the gg par-
ton luminosity only dominates for small invariant mass,
where the initial LHC data set cannot compete with
the Tevatron. As seen in Fig. 2, only at large invari-
ant masses do the LHC parton luminosities become suf-
ficiently enhanced compared to the Tevatron. (The en-
hancement of the qq̄ channel is the smallest, so it is harder
for the LHC to compete in cases where the initial qq̄
state contributes.) To build supermodels, we must ex-
plore the possible LHC cross sections in the region with
large enough enhancements compared to the Tevatron.
We will emphasize this point in the next subsection by
showing why QCD pair production is not a supermodel,
and then go on to consider supermodels constructed from
s-channel resonances.

Baur et al, 0909.5213



Cross Sections

Luminosities of order fb-1 still 
include many interesting SM 
processes: (as Ian has told us...)

Electroweak bosons

Top quarks

Some interesting search processes:

Higgs (probably not SM)

Super-partners (light ones, 
Andre Lessa will tell us about 
them after lunch...)

Aspen Winter Conference 2009Norbert Neumeister, Purdue University

W

Z

LHC Numbers

Typical Standard Model processes

LHC is a W, Z, top factory
! Small statistical errors in precision measurements
! Can search for rare processes
! Large samples for studies of systematic effects

Process ! (nb) Events

(!Ldt = 100 pb-1) 

Min bias 108 ~1013

bb 5!105 ~1012

Inclusive jets

pT > 200 GeV

100 ~107

W " e#, µ" 15 ~106

Z " ee, µµ 1.5 ~105

tt 0.8 ~104

6

top



Seven versus Tevatron

Compared to the “Supermodel” 
analysis (which remains an 
interesting survey of 10 pb-1), 
collecting 1 fb-1 actually helps 
quite a bit compared to the 
Tevatron with 10 fb-1.

For example, for a Z’-like 
resonance (which feeds off of the 
q qbar initial state), a 7 TeV LHC 
rapidly begins to win over 
Tevatron for masses around 1 TeV.

Pair production from a gg initial 
state becomes more sensitive 
even for low masses.
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FIG. 1: LHC parton luminosities as defined in Eq. (1), as
functions of the partonic invariant mass. The solid (dashed)
curves are for the 7 TeV (10 TeV) LHC. The up quark has
been chosen as a representative quark, and each curve includes
the contribution from the CP conjugate initial partons.

which restricts the couplings of the Z ! to leptons. It is
therefore nontrivial to find supermodels that are as dis-
coverable as a standard Z ! but consistent with known
bounds on new physics.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we identify new particle production channels with
su!ciently large LHC cross sections and for which the
LHC has an advantage over the Tevatron. Assuming per-
turbative couplings, we find that s-channel production of
quark-quark (qq) or quark-antiquark (qq̄) resonances are
the best starting points for early LHC supermodels. In
Sec. III, we construct explicit models where these reso-
nances can decay to interesting and easily reconstructable
final states. While a standard Z ! does not work, gener-
alized Z ! scenarios can be supermodels, as are scenarios
involving diquarks. We conclude in Sec. IV.

II. PRODUCTION MODES

In this section, we discuss which production modes
have the potential to be supermodels, deferring detailed
model building to Sec. III. Since the expected integrated
luminosity at the Tevatron (! 10 fb"1) is orders of mag-
nitude larger than our 10 pb"1 benchmark luminosity
for early LHC analysis, and since pp̄ parton luminosi-
ties are not so di"erent from pp parton luminosities, one
must consider su!ciently heavy new particles to evade
the Tevatron reach. We will find that the most promising
perturbative scenarios accessible with 10 pb"1 of LHC
data are qq and qq̄ resonances.

To begin, we plot in Fig. 1 the LHC parton luminosi-
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FIG. 2: Ratios of the parton luminosities for 7 TeV (solid) and
10 TeV (dashed) LHC compared to the 1.96 TeV Tevatron, as
functions of the partonic invariant mass. When this ratio is
above the 103 horizontal dashed line, the LHC with 10 pb!1

will have greater sensitivity than the Tevatron with 10 fb!1.

ties, defined as

Fij(ŝ, s) =

! 1

ŝ/s
dxi

ŝ

xis
fi(xi) fj [ŝ/(xis)] , (1)

and in Fig. 2 the ratios of each parton luminosity at the
LHC and the Tevatron. In Eq. (1),

"
s is the center of

mass energy of the collider,
"

ŝ is the invariant mass of
the two interacting partons, and fi(xi) are the parton
distribution functions evaluated at a momentum fraction
xi and scale

"
ŝ. We use the CTEQ-5L parton distri-

bution functions [5]. (For similar plots using CTEQ-6L1
[6], see Ref. [7].)

It is often stated that the LHC is essentially a gluon
collider, so one might think that processes initiated by
gluons would be the best starting points for constructing
supermodels. However, Fig. 1 shows that the gg par-
ton luminosity only dominates for small invariant mass,
where the initial LHC data set cannot compete with
the Tevatron. As seen in Fig. 2, only at large invari-
ant masses do the LHC parton luminosities become suf-
ficiently enhanced compared to the Tevatron. (The en-
hancement of the qq̄ channel is the smallest, so it is harder
for the LHC to compete in cases where the initial qq̄
state contributes.) To build supermodels, we must ex-
plore the possible LHC cross sections in the region with
large enough enhancements compared to the Tevatron.
We will emphasize this point in the next subsection by
showing why QCD pair production is not a supermodel,
and then go on to consider supermodels constructed from
s-channel resonances.

Baur et al, 0909.5213

Solid:           7 TeV LHC compared to Tevatron
Dashed:     10 TeV LHC compared to Tevatron



New Physics at the Early LHC

So where does the LHC have a shot at an early discovery?

Some properties of the new physics would help a lot:

High cross sections combined with large masses to take us beyond the 
Tevatron reach.

Strong energy dependence of the signal, to give us more increase in 
signal than parton luminosities alone would infer.

Low backgrounds and striking morphologies never hurt...

In the remaining time, I’ll look at a few examples: 

Resonances

Pair production through the strong force



Z’s

For the purposes of this talk, a Z’ is anything 
that is produced from a q qbar initial state 
and produces a lepton resonance.

Z’s occur in GUT models, top/technicolor 
theories of EWSB, little Higgs models, in 
effective theory descriptions of extra 
dimensions, WIMPonium, ....

The Tevatron cannot get much past 1 TeV 
masses because the parton luminosity just 
gives out too fast.

The dominant backgrounds have the same 
initial states -- so signal and background 
scale similarly with energy.
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Some kinds of Z’s

There are many many many different kinds of Z’s.

Four sets of model lines are defined by continuous parameter x.

The famous E6 Z’s can be realized for specific values of x.

B-xL Q+xu 10+x5 d-xu
qL=(uL,dL) +1/3 +1/3 +1/3 0

uR +1/3 +x/3 -1/3 -x/3

dR +1/3 (2-x)/3 -x/3 +1/3

lL=(eL,νL) -x -1 +x/3 (x-1)/3

eR -x -(2+x)/3 -1/3 +x/3

These Z’s are anomaly 
free provided one 

adds pairs of leptons 
which are vector-like 
under the SM gauge 

symmetries with 
appropriate charges.

Hewett, Rizzo 
Phys Rept 183, 193 (1989)

Carena, Daleo, 
Dobrescu, TT ’04



Precision data and Z’s

Precision data is often highly 
constraining for theories containing Z’s:

Flavor observables are highly 
restrictive for new flavor-changing 
neutral currents.  Couplings must be 
approximately flavor-diagonal.

A Z’ which mixes with the Z would 
affect Z pole measurements:

Mixing could be the result of the 
Higgs being charged under the 
Z’.

For the right Z’, this could shift 
to a larger preferred mH!

Peskin & Wells 
hep-ph/0101342
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T

Figure 3: Fit of the precision electroweak data to the MSM with mh = 500 GeV and shifts
of the electroweak parameters due to a Z0!, plus the e!ects of the S, T parameters. The
four darker ellipses correspond to fits with M = 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 TeV and !. The lighter ellipse
and the grid are those plotted in Fig. 1. This diagram shows how the centers of the various
fits with di!erent values of M (symbolized by ") can be plotted as shifts of (S, T ) with
respect the Standard Model ellipse (symbolized by #). These shifts represent the combined
contribution of the Z0! and the heavy Higgs boson, and fall on a line which tends to the
heavy Higgs boson prediction for M $ !. We see almost complete compensation of the
heavy Higgs boson e!ect for M % 2 TeV.

12

mH = 500 GeV

See also: Chanowitz 0903.2497



Z - Z’ Mixing

LEP data clearly does not want a Z’ 
mixing by a large amount with Z.

Typical constraints are ~10-3 rad.

This requires the SM Higgs to 
have something like zH < 10-3

A two Higgs doublet model 
offers more flexibility if the two 
doublets have different charges.

Tan β ~ 10 provides enough 
suppression.

Otherwise we can play the 
two charges against one 
another.

|!| ! gz

g

!
cos "w

M2
Z!/M2

Z " 1

"
|zH1 + zH2 tan2 #|

1 + tan2 #

Hewett, Rizzo 
Phys Rept 183, 193 (1989)



LEP II and Z’s

A Z’ which survives the Z-pole 
measurements may still be 
constrained by LEP-II.  Since we 
assume our Z’ has some couplings 
to leptons, it can appear as a contact 
interaction in e+e- --> f fbar.

Such a contact interaction, at leading 
order, constrains the scale of the Z’ 
symmetry-breaking.

Z’s can remain kinematically within 
reach of colliders provided they are 
weakly coupled enough that their 
masses are within reach.

g2

M !2
Z

! 1
u2

Carena, Daleo, 
Dobrescu, TT ’04



Tevatron Constraints on Z’s

We can parameterize the Z’ cross 
section at a hadron collider in terms 
of parameters cu and cd:

The PDFs are hidden in the w’s, 
which capture up to NLO in QCD.

Based on the limits, one sees that 
for a ~ 900 GeV Z’, universal 
couplings on the order of ~ 1/4 or 
so are allowed.
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FIG. 3: Limit contours in the (cd, cu) plane [6] for a
given Z! mass derived from the spin-1 !(X!!) limit. The
solid and dotted diagonal lines show all possible models for
the U(1)B"xL and U(1)

10+x5̄
groups respectively. The two

dashed lines show the range between which the values for the
U(1)q+xu group must fall. The values for the U(1)d"xu group
may fall anywhere on the plane. The parameters of the E6-
model Z! bosons are indicated.

Community’s Human Potential Programme under con-
tract HPRN-CT-2002-00292; and the Academy of Fin-
land.
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LHC Z’ Prospects

The supermodel study contains 
estimates of Z’ reaches (defined 
as: 10 events or more) for 7 TeV.

To put together the constraints, I 
increase the luminosity to 1 fb-1.

To handle the LEP-II constraints I 
dial down the couplings by a 
factor of 3-4.  (So σ by about 10).

The result is that I think I find 
reasonable Z’ models for which 
the early LHC can expect to see 
Z’s with masses ~ 2.5 TeV -- well 
beyond the Tevatron reach!
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FIG. 4: LHC reach for single resonance production as a function of energy and luminosity. As in Fig. 3, the contours show
the production of 10 events for a given resonance mass, the red regions show the Tevatron sensitivity with 10 fb!1, and the
intersection of the dashed lines shows the maximum resonance mass which can be probed by the 7 TeV LHC with 10 pb!1

data. The expected couplings for perturbative new physics in Eq. (5) are included. One sees that the early LHC can exceed
the Tevatron sensitivity for qq̄ and especially for qq resonances.

events at the LHC is greater than that at the Tevatron.
These regions are shaded in Fig. 5. (To include model
specific e!ects, replace the “100 pb” solid curve by the
100pb/(g2

e! BE!LHC) one.)
At the intersection of a solid and a dashed curve, the

ratio of their labels gives the Tevatron cross section, and
can be used to estimate the Tevatron discovery reach.
The intersection of any “10n+a pb” solid curve with a
“10a” dashed curve corresponds to the same fixed Teva-

tron cross section of 10n pb for arbitrary a. Since the
Tevatron cross section does not depend on the LHC en-
ergy, these intersections lie on a horizontal line. The
corresponding value of the resonance mass is the one for
which the Tevatron with 10 fb!1 data produces 104+n

events. For example, for masses below the straight line
across the intersection of the “100 pb” and the “103”
curves (i.e. n = !3), the Tevatron will also produce at
least 10 events with 10 fb!1 data. While everywhere in

Baur et al, 
0909.5213



Eventually Measurements...

With 14 TeV and 100 fb-1, we go beyond discovery and into measurement.   
(West coast theory meeting, 201x?)

Rapidity distributions and asymmetries break the cu - cd degeneracies and 
allow one to disentangle left and right lepton charges as well.

• The PDF errors scale with the couplings. For models with zero values, such as the !
model for eu and ed, the errors are mostly statistical.

• The e couplings are harder to measure. Much of this stems from the fact that the
di!erence F ! B is used to extract them, which has higher statistical error than the
corresponding F + B for the c couplings.

• All E6 models have eu = 0 and ed " 0. A substantial departure from this could rule
out this family, though due to large statistical errors the SLHC might be needed.

• The error ellipses are quite narrow in Figs. 3 and 4, for a 1.5 TeV Z ! at the SLHC,
allowing reasonable determination of the couplings. The errors will improve further
should PDF errors improve.

• Charge extraction for MZ! = 3 TeV is di"cult, even at the SLHC with present PDF
error estimates.

Figure 1: Simulated measurements of the cu,d couplings at the LHC for our test models. The
dashed ellipses are the statistical errors expected for MZ! = 1.5 TeV and 100 fb"1 of data,
the dotted ellipses are the current estimated PDF errors, and the solid ellipses denote the
combined errors. The E6 family of models lie on the dot-dashed contour.

5.1 Distinguishing Models

We now test whether the above observables are su"cient to distinguish our example models
at the LHC. We compare models pairwise by assuming that one is correct and finding the

13

Petriello, Quackenbush
0801.4389



Exotic Resonances

A more exotic resonance may 
result in better discovery prospects.  
For example, a color sextet scalar 
particle (6, 1, 4/3) can be produced 
as a resonance in uu parton 
collisions.  Tailor-made for the LHC!

Such objects have been invoked in 
the t-channel to explain the top FB 
asymmetry at CDF.

If they have large enough diagonal 
couplings, they can be produced in 
uu collisions and result in the 
unusual tt resonance.
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FIG. 1: Production cross sections (pb) of uu ! ! and ūū !
!! at the Tevatron (dotted) and at the 7 TeV LHC (solid and
dashed) for !uu = 1.

than one from a left-handed top quark. A measurement
of the top quark spin would decipher the handedness of
the coupling of the scalar to quarks. We emphasize that
top quark polarization can be used to distinguish gauge
triplet from gauge singlet scalars because triplet scalars
decay to left-handed top quarks while singlet scalars de-
cay to right-handed top quarks.
Because the decay width of ! is narrow, "(! ! qq) "

1
16!m!!2

qq , one can factor the process uu ! tt into scalar
production and decay terms,

"(uu ! ! ! tt) = "0(uu ! !)#
!

!2
uuBr(! ! tt)

"

, (3)

where "0(uu ! !) $ "(uu ! !)|"uu=1. We choose
to work with the following two parameters in the rest
of this paper: the scalar mass m! and the product
!2
uuBr(! ! tt). The kinematics of the final state par-

ticles are determined by the scalar mass, whereas the
couplings of the scalar to the light and heavy fermions
change the overall normalization.
Figure 1 displays the production cross sections of uu !

! and ūū ! !! at the Tevatron (dotted) collider and at
the 7 TeV LHC. The uu initial state dominates ūū for a
pp initial state. Therefore, tt pairs are produced much
more than t̄t̄ pairs, leading to an asymmetry of the same
sign charged leptons. This doubly positive excess would
be an early hint of a color sextet scalar. Although the
charge asymmetry can be used to determine m! when
both tt and t̄t̄ are measured precisely, the asymmetry
measurement is di#cult with early LHC data because
the t̄t̄ pair production rate is predicted to be relatively
small.
The search for the same-sign top quark pair production

in the dilepton mode at the Tevatron imposes an upper
limit on "(tt + t̄t̄) of "(tt + t̄t̄) % 0.7 pb [8, 9]. Recently
the CDF collaboration measured the tt̄ invariant mass
spectrum in the semi-leptonic decay mode [10]. Since
b and b̄ jets from t ! Wb are not distinguished well,
tt pairs lead to the same signature as tt̄ in the semi-
leptonic mode. Hence, the mtt̄ spectrum provides an
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FIG. 2: Discovery potential of the process uu ! ! ! tt at
the 7 TeV LHC with L = 1 fb"1. The shaded regions are
excluded by the Tevatron measurements: the orange band is
derived from the search of same sign top quark pair produc-
tion; the cyan band denotes the 95% C.L. constraints from the
mtt̄ measurements. The gray region indicates that ! would
hadronize before decaying, washing out spin-correlations.

upper limit on the same sign top quark production cross
section, shown in the cyan shaded region in Fig. 2. The
lower gray shaded region is the region in which ! would
hadronize before decay, washing out the spin correlation
e$ects we utilize to probe the coupling and spin of the
sextet state.
Event simulation – To discover same sign top pair pro-
duction, we focus on the same sign dilepton decay mode,
in which the W bosons from both t ! Wb decays lead
to a final state containing an electron or muon, W ! l#,
accounting for about 5% of all tt decays. In this work
we concentrate on the clean µ+µ+ final state because
the muon reconstruction has a large average e#ciency
of 95 & 99% within the pseudorapidity range |$| < 2.4
and transverse momentum range 5 GeV % pT % 1 TeV,
while the charge mis-assigned fraction for muons with
pT = 100GeV is less than 0.1% [11, 12].
These events are characterized by two high-energy

same-sign leptons, two jets from the hadronization of the
b-quarks, and large missing energy from two unobserved
neutrinos. The dominant backgrounds yielding the same
collider signature are the processes (generated by ALP-
GEN [13]):

WWW : pp ! W+
1 W+

2 W", W+
1 ! %+#,

W+
2 ! %+#, W" ! jj, (4)

WWjj : pp ! W+
1 W+

2 jj, W+
1 ! %+#,

W+
2 ! %+#, (5)

tt̄ : pp ! tt̄ ! bb̄W+W", W+ ! %+#

W" ! jj, b̄ ! %+, (6)

ZWW : pp ! ZW+W", Z ! %+%",

W+ ! %+#, W" ! jj. (7)

The first two processes are the SM irreducible back-
ground while the last two are reducible backgrounds as
they contribute when some tagged particles escape de-
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Bounds and Prospects

Bounds from the CDF search 
for tt (+ tt) pairs restricts the 
parameter space in the plane 
of mΦ and coupling2 x BR.

Resonance searches (which 
are in the leptons + jets 
channel and thus not sensitive 
to the wonky charges) provide 
additional constraints.

For the 7 TeV LHC, regions 
not ruled out by Tevatron may 
lead up to 1000 events.  
Masses up to a few TeV may be 
discovered using like-sign μ+μ+ 
events.
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than one from a left-handed top quark. A measurement
of the top quark spin would decipher the handedness of
the coupling of the scalar to quarks. We emphasize that
top quark polarization can be used to distinguish gauge
triplet from gauge singlet scalars because triplet scalars
decay to left-handed top quarks while singlet scalars de-
cay to right-handed top quarks.
Because the decay width of ! is narrow, "(! ! qq) "

1
16!m!!2

qq , one can factor the process uu ! tt into scalar
production and decay terms,

"(uu ! ! ! tt) = "0(uu ! !)#
!

!2
uuBr(! ! tt)

"

, (3)

where "0(uu ! !) $ "(uu ! !)|"uu=1. We choose
to work with the following two parameters in the rest
of this paper: the scalar mass m! and the product
!2
uuBr(! ! tt). The kinematics of the final state par-

ticles are determined by the scalar mass, whereas the
couplings of the scalar to the light and heavy fermions
change the overall normalization.
Figure 1 displays the production cross sections of uu !

! and ūū ! !! at the Tevatron (dotted) collider and at
the 7 TeV LHC. The uu initial state dominates ūū for a
pp initial state. Therefore, tt pairs are produced much
more than t̄t̄ pairs, leading to an asymmetry of the same
sign charged leptons. This doubly positive excess would
be an early hint of a color sextet scalar. Although the
charge asymmetry can be used to determine m! when
both tt and t̄t̄ are measured precisely, the asymmetry
measurement is di#cult with early LHC data because
the t̄t̄ pair production rate is predicted to be relatively
small.
The search for the same-sign top quark pair production

in the dilepton mode at the Tevatron imposes an upper
limit on "(tt + t̄t̄) of "(tt + t̄t̄) % 0.7 pb [8, 9]. Recently
the CDF collaboration measured the tt̄ invariant mass
spectrum in the semi-leptonic decay mode [10]. Since
b and b̄ jets from t ! Wb are not distinguished well,
tt pairs lead to the same signature as tt̄ in the semi-
leptonic mode. Hence, the mtt̄ spectrum provides an
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the 7 TeV LHC with L = 1 fb"1. The shaded regions are
excluded by the Tevatron measurements: the orange band is
derived from the search of same sign top quark pair produc-
tion; the cyan band denotes the 95% C.L. constraints from the
mtt̄ measurements. The gray region indicates that ! would
hadronize before decaying, washing out spin-correlations.

upper limit on the same sign top quark production cross
section, shown in the cyan shaded region in Fig. 2. The
lower gray shaded region is the region in which ! would
hadronize before decay, washing out the spin correlation
e$ects we utilize to probe the coupling and spin of the
sextet state.
Event simulation – To discover same sign top pair pro-
duction, we focus on the same sign dilepton decay mode,
in which the W bosons from both t ! Wb decays lead
to a final state containing an electron or muon, W ! l#,
accounting for about 5% of all tt decays. In this work
we concentrate on the clean µ+µ+ final state because
the muon reconstruction has a large average e#ciency
of 95 & 99% within the pseudorapidity range |$| < 2.4
and transverse momentum range 5 GeV % pT % 1 TeV,
while the charge mis-assigned fraction for muons with
pT = 100GeV is less than 0.1% [11, 12].
These events are characterized by two high-energy

same-sign leptons, two jets from the hadronization of the
b-quarks, and large missing energy from two unobserved
neutrinos. The dominant backgrounds yielding the same
collider signature are the processes (generated by ALP-
GEN [13]):

WWW : pp ! W+
1 W+

2 W", W+
1 ! %+#,

W+
2 ! %+#, W" ! jj, (4)

WWjj : pp ! W+
1 W+

2 jj, W+
1 ! %+#,

W+
2 ! %+#, (5)

tt̄ : pp ! tt̄ ! bb̄W+W", W+ ! %+#

W" ! jj, b̄ ! %+, (6)

ZWW : pp ! ZW+W", Z ! %+%",

W+ ! %+#, W" ! jj. (7)

The first two processes are the SM irreducible back-
ground while the last two are reducible backgrounds as
they contribute when some tagged particles escape de-
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like-sign muons

1 fb-1 background: 12 SM events expected.



Reconstruction

Using MT2, the invariant mass of the tt system 
can be reconstructed, revealing the resonance 
and measuring its mass.

MT2 reconstructs the top four vectors.  The 
angle of the tops in the CoM frame is flat in 
cos θ, characterizing the resonance as scalar.

The left-handed weak interaction implies that 
the tops analyze their own polarizations when 
decaying.  The right-handed tops produce a 
characteristic angle between the charged 
lepton and the top boost in the top rest 
frame.
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FIG. 4: (a) Normalized tt invariant mass distribution from a ! with m! = 700 GeV after the neutrino momenta are determined
via the MT2 method. (b) Normalized distribution of the polar angle of the top quarks in the rest frame of the scalar ! before
(red) and after (black) cuts. A flat distribution is consistent with a spin-0 state, but "R separation cuts distort the flat profile.
(c) Normalized distribution of the angle of the charged lepton relative to the top quark in the c.m. frame before (red) and
after (black) cuts. Separation cuts distort the distribution only slightly, allowing one to read the top quark polarization with
few events.

of the lepton !+ is given by 1
2
(1± cos "hel) for (+) right-

handed and (!) left-handed top-quarks. In Fig. 4c, we
present this normalized distribution for a right-handed
top quark before cuts (red) and after cuts (black). While
the cuts produce some distortion, the linear dependence
on cos "hel is more robust. This polarization can be dis-
tinguished from an unpolarized flat distribution with as
few as O(30) events at 95% C.L., making this measure-
ment possible in an early LHC scenario. If both top
quarks exhibit a right-handed polarization, one can then
conclude the resonant ! state is a singlet scalar.
Summary – We analyze the prospects for discovering
a color sextet scalar at the LHC with

"
s = 7 TeV

and L = 1 fb!1. We calculate the helicity amplitudes
for uu # ! # tt production and include the spin-
correlations of the resulting decay products. With the
same-sign dilepton signature from top quark decays, the
prominent SM backgrounds can be substantially sup-
pressed. Each uu # ! # tt event can be reconstructed
via kinematics after the correct b! µ+ pairing is chosen

in the MT2 variable, allowing the sextet mass to be de-
termined. Owing to the spin correlations of the charged
leptons, the top quark polarization may be determined,
providing insight into the spin of the color sextet and its
coupling structure with quarks. The top quark polariza-
tion can distinguish gauge triplet and singlet scalars.
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FIG. 4: (a) Normalized tt invariant mass distribution from a ! with m! = 700 GeV after the neutrino momenta are determined
via the MT2 method. (b) Normalized distribution of the polar angle of the top quarks in the rest frame of the scalar ! before
(red) and after (black) cuts. A flat distribution is consistent with a spin-0 state, but "R separation cuts distort the flat profile.
(c) Normalized distribution of the angle of the charged lepton relative to the top quark in the c.m. frame before (red) and
after (black) cuts. Separation cuts distort the distribution only slightly, allowing one to read the top quark polarization with
few events.

of the lepton !+ is given by 1
2
(1± cos "hel) for (+) right-

handed and (!) left-handed top-quarks. In Fig. 4c, we
present this normalized distribution for a right-handed
top quark before cuts (red) and after cuts (black). While
the cuts produce some distortion, the linear dependence
on cos "hel is more robust. This polarization can be dis-
tinguished from an unpolarized flat distribution with as
few as O(30) events at 95% C.L., making this measure-
ment possible in an early LHC scenario. If both top
quarks exhibit a right-handed polarization, one can then
conclude the resonant ! state is a singlet scalar.
Summary – We analyze the prospects for discovering
a color sextet scalar at the LHC with

"
s = 7 TeV

and L = 1 fb!1. We calculate the helicity amplitudes
for uu # ! # tt production and include the spin-
correlations of the resulting decay products. With the
same-sign dilepton signature from top quark decays, the
prominent SM backgrounds can be substantially sup-
pressed. Each uu # ! # tt event can be reconstructed
via kinematics after the correct b! µ+ pairing is chosen

in the MT2 variable, allowing the sextet mass to be de-
termined. Owing to the spin correlations of the charged
leptons, the top quark polarization may be determined,
providing insight into the spin of the color sextet and its
coupling structure with quarks. The top quark polariza-
tion can distinguish gauge triplet and singlet scalars.
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FIG. 4: (a) Normalized tt invariant mass distribution from a ! with m! = 700 GeV after the neutrino momenta are determined
via the MT2 method. (b) Normalized distribution of the polar angle of the top quarks in the rest frame of the scalar ! before
(red) and after (black) cuts. A flat distribution is consistent with a spin-0 state, but "R separation cuts distort the flat profile.
(c) Normalized distribution of the angle of the charged lepton relative to the top quark in the c.m. frame before (red) and
after (black) cuts. Separation cuts distort the distribution only slightly, allowing one to read the top quark polarization with
few events.

of the lepton !+ is given by 1
2
(1± cos "hel) for (+) right-

handed and (!) left-handed top-quarks. In Fig. 4c, we
present this normalized distribution for a right-handed
top quark before cuts (red) and after cuts (black). While
the cuts produce some distortion, the linear dependence
on cos "hel is more robust. This polarization can be dis-
tinguished from an unpolarized flat distribution with as
few as O(30) events at 95% C.L., making this measure-
ment possible in an early LHC scenario. If both top
quarks exhibit a right-handed polarization, one can then
conclude the resonant ! state is a singlet scalar.
Summary – We analyze the prospects for discovering
a color sextet scalar at the LHC with

"
s = 7 TeV

and L = 1 fb!1. We calculate the helicity amplitudes
for uu # ! # tt production and include the spin-
correlations of the resulting decay products. With the
same-sign dilepton signature from top quark decays, the
prominent SM backgrounds can be substantially sup-
pressed. Each uu # ! # tt event can be reconstructed
via kinematics after the correct b! µ+ pairing is chosen

in the MT2 variable, allowing the sextet mass to be de-
termined. Owing to the spin correlations of the charged
leptons, the top quark polarization may be determined,
providing insight into the spin of the color sextet and its
coupling structure with quarks. The top quark polariza-
tion can distinguish gauge triplet and singlet scalars.
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Pair Production

Colored states may be pair-
produced and can feed off of 
gg as well as quark-anti-quark 
initial states with large 
production cross sections.

The “10 event test” reaches 
masses close to 800 GeV.  
Actual reaches will depend on 
backgrounds.

For low background 
signatures, such as perhaps 
objects which hadronize into 
CHAMPs, we will get well 
beyond the Tevatron limits.
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FIG. 3: LHC reach for pair production of a single flavor of
heavy quark as a function of energy and luminosity. Each con-
tour corresponds to the production of 10 events at the LHC
for the indicated quark mass. The red region corresponds to
quark masses which the Tevatron would be able to rule out
with 10 fb!1, because it would produce 10 or more events.
The intersection of the straight dashed lines touches the con-
tour corresponding to the maximum quark mass (! 400 GeV)
probed by the 7 TeV LHC with 10 pb!1 of data. One sees
that the early LHC is generically not sensitive to QCD pair
production of quarks with masses beyond the Tevatron reach.

A. QCD pair production?

A simple process initiated by gluons is QCD pair pro-
duction of new colored particles. For not too heavy
states, it can have a cross section above a pb, yielding
O(10) events with 10 pb!1 of LHC data. However, it is
easy to show that such processes are generically not su-
permodels. For concreteness, we study the production of
a color-triplet quark Q. We assume that it always decays
to a highly visible final state, and that reconstruction ef-
ficiencies are perfect. One can then use the standard
QCD diagrams to calculate the largest value of mQ for
which the Tevatron would observe 10 QQ pair production
events with 10 fb!1 of data. In this idealized example,
the hypothetical Tevatron bound is mQ

>! 500 GeV. The
same exercise can be repeated for the LHC as a function
of the center of mass energy and integrated luminosity,
and the result is shown in Fig. 3.

To reach the Tevatron sensitivity for QCD pair produc-
tion at a 7 TeV LHC, the required luminosity is about
50 pb!1. While this is likely within the reach of an
early LHC run, the LHC will not easily surpass Teva-
tron bounds in this channel, and it is unlikely that a 5!
LHC discovery is possible without the Tevatron already

having seen some events. (The same holds for colored
scalar pair production [8, 9, 10].) This conclusion is only
bolstered when realistic branching fractions to visible fi-
nal states and signal e!ciencies are taken into account.

The primary reason why QCD pair production is not
a supermodel is that the same final state can also be
produced from the qq̄ initial state, where the LHC has
less of an advantage over the Tevatron. The situation
can be improved if there is a large multiplicity of near-
degenerate new colored states or if the new states are
color octets (like gluinos in supersymmetry). Then the
total cross sections are larger by a multiplicity factor and
the LHC reach can surpass that of the Tevatron (where
the cross section is more strongly suppressed at higher
masses). As an example, leptoquark pair production [11]
yields the easily reconstructable final state of two lep-
tons and two jets, so this could be a supermodel with a
su!ciently large multiplicity of such leptoquarks.

In any case, because QCD pair production is quite
well-studied in specific new physics scenarios and because
the early LHC advantage over the Tevatron can only be
marginal, we will not consider it to be a supermodel in
this paper. In Sec. III E, though, we show that pair pro-
duction through an intermediate resonance can give rise
to supermodels.

B. Resonance production

While pair production of new colored particles is not
a supermodel, production of an s-channel resonance has
the potential to be a supermodel, as long as the reso-
nance has renormalizable couplings to the partonic ini-
tial states. Recall that parametrically the production
cross section for a single resonance is enhanced over pair
production by a phase space factor of 16"2. Moreover,
unlike QCD pair production where SU(3) gauge invari-
ance relates the gg and qq̄ scattering amplitudes, single
resonance production can be dominated by one partonic
initial state.

In the narrow width approximation, we can
parametrize generic single resonance production by

!(pipj " X) = [g2
e! ]ij #(ŝ # m2

X) , (2)

where pi,j denote the two partons which participate in the
hard scattering, mX is the mass of the resonance, and
[g2

e! ]ij encodes all information about the production of
resonance X from the two partons, including couplings,
polarization, and color factors. Using the parton lumi-
nosities defined in Eq. (1), the hadronic cross section is

!(pp " X) =
1

m2
X

!

ij

[g2
e! ]ij Fij(m

2
X , s) . (3)

For the resonances considered in this paper, one produc-
tion channel dominates, allowing us to drop the ij label
from g2

e! .

Baur et al, 
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Chiral Quarks

One of the simplest 
extensions of the SM is 
another chiral generation.  
Since we have no idea why 
there are three, why not 
four?

Precision EW and flavor 
observables can work 
provided there is 
sufficiently small mixing 
between the fourth 
generation and the other 
three. 

He, Polonsky, Su hep-ph/0102144
Kribs, Plehn, Spannowsky, TT 0706.3718

Langacker, Erler 1003.3211
Chanowitz 0904.3570

Eberhardt, Lenz, Rohrwild 1005.3505
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Tevatron Limits

There are two CDF searches 
relevant for chiral quarks:

.

.

Putting these together, one can 
place combined limits on a t’ and 
b’, which in a chiral model will 
always come together.

Robust limits of order 300 GeV 
result from the Tevatron.

t̄!t! ! (W ! !")q(W ! qq̄)q

b̄!b! !WtWt̄! !±!±...

Flacco, Whiteson, TT, 
Bar-Shalom 1005.1077

2

! (!±")(qq!)b(qq!)(!±")b̄

by requiring two same-charge leptons, at least two jets
(at least one with a b-tag), and missing transverse en-
ergy of at least 20 GeV [2]. Given the small back-
grounds, multiple neutrinos and large jet multiplicity in
the sample, CDF did not reconstruct the b! mass, but in-
stead fit the observed jet multiplicity to signal and back-
ground templates generated from simulations. Assuming
B(b! ! Wt) = 100%, CDF found m!

b > 338 GeV [2].
The !±!±jb "ET analysis did not use final-state depen-

dent fits, thus results are process-independent and may
be applied to any process producing the !±!±jb "ET sig-
nal. For example, t! ! Wb! ! WWt ! WWWb decays
would produce a six-W , two-b signature, with higher jet
multiplicity and larger acceptance to the !±!±jb "ET sam-
ple than the simple four-W , two-b signature. In this anal-
ysis, we therefore apply the !±!±jb "ET results inclusively
to processes resulting in at least four W bosons and two
b quarks.

The ! + 4j and !±!±jb "ET data samples are comple-
mentary. In the case that the fourth generation quarks
decay exclusively at tree level through the charged cur-
rent electroweak interaction (assured for a chiral fourth
generation), the two searches can be minimally under-
stood to probe two corners of a two-dimensional interval
in branching fraction space. In particular, for the case
where the t! is heavier than the b! the topologies of b! and
t! decays are determined by four branching fractions, two
of which are independent:

B(t! ! Wb!) = 1 # B(t! ! W{q = d, s, b})

B(b! ! Wt) = 1 # B(b! ! W{q = u, c})

as shown in Fig. 1. In this representation, the !±!±jb "ET

and ! + 4j analyses probe complementary regions (see
Fig. 1).
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FIG. 1: The flavor-mixing intervals overlaid with a table of
the processes contributing to the axis vertices.

We consider the implications of the CDF data to vari-
ous two-flavor (t! and b!) scenarios, characterized by the
t! # b! mass splitting and flavor-mixing rates. To extend
the interpretations of the published results, we use the
relationship among event yield, cross section and accep-
tance to interpret the observed yield limits under the
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FIG. 2: (a) Limits for the combined hypothesis t! ! Wb! and
b! ! Wt derived from the !±!±jb "ET data. Also plotted is
the previous CDF limit for the individual b! case. (b) Limits
on b! mass from the combined !±!±jb "ET and ! + 4j data, as
a function of branching fractions B(t! ! Wb!) = 1 # B(t! !
Wq) [q = d, s, b] and B(b! ! Wt) = 1#B(b! ! Wq) [q = u, c]
for the case mt! = mb! + 100 GeV (c) Same as in (b) but for
mt! = mb! + 50 GeV. (d) Limits on t! mass from ! + 4j data
as a function of BR(b! ! W{q = u, c}), in the inverted mass
splitting case mb! > mt! .

varying assumptions. This requires parametrization of
the variation in relative acceptance due to modification
of the signal-source model.

First, we consider the !±!±jb "ET sample, interpreted
under the mass splitting assumption mt! > mb! . In the
original !±!±jb "ET analysis, the event yield was assumed
to come from an individual b!. Here, we interpret this
yield under a model with both t! and b! contributions,
where the decay modes of interest are

b! ! Wt ! WWb

t! ! Wb! ! WWt ! WWWb

which corresponds to the boundary case (1,1) in branch-
ing fraction space. The t! ! WWWb mode has no prior
direct limit despite having a similar signature with larger
acceptance in the !±!±jb "ET dataset due to the two ad-
ditional W s in the intermediate decay chain. Indeed, if
both fourth-generation quarks exist, we expect to select
both modes in the !±!±jb "ET sample.

In general, the ratio of event yield to the integrated lu-
minosity N/L equals the cross section multiplied by the
acceptance rate. For a particular process, such as an indi-
vidual b!, this gives the limit on cross section: #b! = N

L·!b!

where $b! is the acceptance rate for the observed process
within the experimental selection constraints. However,
we can also consider the case with two contributions (i.e.,
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by requiring two same-charge leptons, at least two jets
(at least one with a b-tag), and missing transverse en-
ergy of at least 20 GeV [2]. Given the small back-
grounds, multiple neutrinos and large jet multiplicity in
the sample, CDF did not reconstruct the b! mass, but in-
stead fit the observed jet multiplicity to signal and back-
ground templates generated from simulations. Assuming
B(b! ! Wt) = 100%, CDF found m!

b > 338 GeV [2].
The !±!±jb "ET analysis did not use final-state depen-

dent fits, thus results are process-independent and may
be applied to any process producing the !±!±jb "ET sig-
nal. For example, t! ! Wb! ! WWt ! WWWb decays
would produce a six-W , two-b signature, with higher jet
multiplicity and larger acceptance to the !±!±jb "ET sam-
ple than the simple four-W , two-b signature. In this anal-
ysis, we therefore apply the !±!±jb "ET results inclusively
to processes resulting in at least four W bosons and two
b quarks.

The ! + 4j and !±!±jb "ET data samples are comple-
mentary. In the case that the fourth generation quarks
decay exclusively at tree level through the charged cur-
rent electroweak interaction (assured for a chiral fourth
generation), the two searches can be minimally under-
stood to probe two corners of a two-dimensional interval
in branching fraction space. In particular, for the case
where the t! is heavier than the b! the topologies of b! and
t! decays are determined by four branching fractions, two
of which are independent:

B(t! ! Wb!) = 1 # B(t! ! W{q = d, s, b})

B(b! ! Wt) = 1 # B(b! ! W{q = u, c})

as shown in Fig. 1. In this representation, the !±!±jb "ET

and ! + 4j analyses probe complementary regions (see
Fig. 1).
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We consider the implications of the CDF data to vari-
ous two-flavor (t! and b!) scenarios, characterized by the
t! # b! mass splitting and flavor-mixing rates. To extend
the interpretations of the published results, we use the
relationship among event yield, cross section and accep-
tance to interpret the observed yield limits under the
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FIG. 2: (a) Limits for the combined hypothesis t! ! Wb! and
b! ! Wt derived from the !±!±jb "ET data. Also plotted is
the previous CDF limit for the individual b! case. (b) Limits
on b! mass from the combined !±!±jb "ET and ! + 4j data, as
a function of branching fractions B(t! ! Wb!) = 1 # B(t! !
Wq) [q = d, s, b] and B(b! ! Wt) = 1#B(b! ! Wq) [q = u, c]
for the case mt! = mb! + 100 GeV (c) Same as in (b) but for
mt! = mb! + 50 GeV. (d) Limits on t! mass from ! + 4j data
as a function of BR(b! ! W{q = u, c}), in the inverted mass
splitting case mb! > mt! .

varying assumptions. This requires parametrization of
the variation in relative acceptance due to modification
of the signal-source model.

First, we consider the !±!±jb "ET sample, interpreted
under the mass splitting assumption mt! > mb! . In the
original !±!±jb "ET analysis, the event yield was assumed
to come from an individual b!. Here, we interpret this
yield under a model with both t! and b! contributions,
where the decay modes of interest are

b! ! Wt ! WWb

t! ! Wb! ! WWt ! WWWb

which corresponds to the boundary case (1,1) in branch-
ing fraction space. The t! ! WWWb mode has no prior
direct limit despite having a similar signature with larger
acceptance in the !±!±jb "ET dataset due to the two ad-
ditional W s in the intermediate decay chain. Indeed, if
both fourth-generation quarks exist, we expect to select
both modes in the !±!±jb "ET sample.

In general, the ratio of event yield to the integrated lu-
minosity N/L equals the cross section multiplied by the
acceptance rate. For a particular process, such as an indi-
vidual b!, this gives the limit on cross section: #b! = N

L·!b!

where $b! is the acceptance rate for the observed process
within the experimental selection constraints. However,
we can also consider the case with two contributions (i.e.,

mt’ = mb’ + 100 GeV

mt’ = mb’ + 50 GeV

Contours
of

b’ mass



Prospects for Chiral Quarks

I wasn’t able to find a plot for pair production of colored quarks at 7 
TeV.  However, let’s do some simple estimates: 

The diquark analysis had a background of 12 events.  

For 5σ discovery, we need about 17 like-sign muon signal events.

Pairs of t’s with the decay t’ -> b’ -> t produce 6 Ws total., three of 
each charge.  

The BR for 2+ like-sign muons from 3 W+s is 3.4%. 

I only took + sign, since that is what the diquark paper did.

They did not impose any invariant mass cuts on the resonance.

So before the W BRs, we need ~500 events, or with 1 fb-1,  we need 
σ ~ 0.5 pb.



Naive Chiral Quark Prospects

Tevatron limits (~3.5 fb-1) for:

BR(t’ --> b’ W) ~ 1

BR(b’-->t W) ~ 1

Are mb’ up to ~340 GeV.  The 
two studies assumed mt’ was 
mb’ + 50 or 100 GeV.

There’s not much room 
here for the LHC to add to 
Tevatron numbers.

However, it is close enough that 
a dedicated analysis could 
probably do something.
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FIG. 3: LHC reach for pair production of a single flavor of
heavy quark as a function of energy and luminosity. Each con-
tour corresponds to the production of 10 events at the LHC
for the indicated quark mass. The red region corresponds to
quark masses which the Tevatron would be able to rule out
with 10 fb!1, because it would produce 10 or more events.
The intersection of the straight dashed lines touches the con-
tour corresponding to the maximum quark mass (! 400 GeV)
probed by the 7 TeV LHC with 10 pb!1 of data. One sees
that the early LHC is generically not sensitive to QCD pair
production of quarks with masses beyond the Tevatron reach.

A. QCD pair production?

A simple process initiated by gluons is QCD pair pro-
duction of new colored particles. For not too heavy
states, it can have a cross section above a pb, yielding
O(10) events with 10 pb!1 of LHC data. However, it is
easy to show that such processes are generically not su-
permodels. For concreteness, we study the production of
a color-triplet quark Q. We assume that it always decays
to a highly visible final state, and that reconstruction ef-
ficiencies are perfect. One can then use the standard
QCD diagrams to calculate the largest value of mQ for
which the Tevatron would observe 10 QQ pair production
events with 10 fb!1 of data. In this idealized example,
the hypothetical Tevatron bound is mQ

>! 500 GeV. The
same exercise can be repeated for the LHC as a function
of the center of mass energy and integrated luminosity,
and the result is shown in Fig. 3.

To reach the Tevatron sensitivity for QCD pair produc-
tion at a 7 TeV LHC, the required luminosity is about
50 pb!1. While this is likely within the reach of an
early LHC run, the LHC will not easily surpass Teva-
tron bounds in this channel, and it is unlikely that a 5!
LHC discovery is possible without the Tevatron already

having seen some events. (The same holds for colored
scalar pair production [8, 9, 10].) This conclusion is only
bolstered when realistic branching fractions to visible fi-
nal states and signal e!ciencies are taken into account.

The primary reason why QCD pair production is not
a supermodel is that the same final state can also be
produced from the qq̄ initial state, where the LHC has
less of an advantage over the Tevatron. The situation
can be improved if there is a large multiplicity of near-
degenerate new colored states or if the new states are
color octets (like gluinos in supersymmetry). Then the
total cross sections are larger by a multiplicity factor and
the LHC reach can surpass that of the Tevatron (where
the cross section is more strongly suppressed at higher
masses). As an example, leptoquark pair production [11]
yields the easily reconstructable final state of two lep-
tons and two jets, so this could be a supermodel with a
su!ciently large multiplicity of such leptoquarks.

In any case, because QCD pair production is quite
well-studied in specific new physics scenarios and because
the early LHC advantage over the Tevatron can only be
marginal, we will not consider it to be a supermodel in
this paper. In Sec. III E, though, we show that pair pro-
duction through an intermediate resonance can give rise
to supermodels.

B. Resonance production

While pair production of new colored particles is not
a supermodel, production of an s-channel resonance has
the potential to be a supermodel, as long as the reso-
nance has renormalizable couplings to the partonic ini-
tial states. Recall that parametrically the production
cross section for a single resonance is enhanced over pair
production by a phase space factor of 16"2. Moreover,
unlike QCD pair production where SU(3) gauge invari-
ance relates the gg and qq̄ scattering amplitudes, single
resonance production can be dominated by one partonic
initial state.

In the narrow width approximation, we can
parametrize generic single resonance production by

!(pipj " X) = [g2
e! ]ij #(ŝ # m2

X) , (2)

where pi,j denote the two partons which participate in the
hard scattering, mX is the mass of the resonance, and
[g2

e! ]ij encodes all information about the production of
resonance X from the two partons, including couplings,
polarization, and color factors. Using the parton lumi-
nosities defined in Eq. (1), the hadronic cross section is

!(pp " X) =
1

m2
X

!

ij

[g2
e! ]ij Fij(m

2
X , s) . (3)

For the resonances considered in this paper, one produc-
tion channel dominates, allowing us to drop the ij label
from g2

e! .

Baur et al, 
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Exotic Quarks for WIMPless DM

A WIMPless dark matter model 
has scalar WIMPs X which 
interact with the SM quarks 
through a “connector” mirror 
generation.

The “WIMPless miracle” insures 
the relic density works out by 
keeping the mass / coupling ratio 
fixed to be approximately weak.

This setup can reconcile the 
DAMA/CoGeNT light WIMP 
interpretations with other 
experiments.  (Xenon100...?)
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FIG. 1: Sectors of the model. SUSY breaking is mediated by
gauge interactions to the MSSM and the hidden sector, which
contains the dark matter particle X. An optional connector
sector contains fields Y , charged under both MSSM and hid-
den sector gauge groups, which induce signals in direct and
indirect searches and at colliders. There may also be other
hidden sectors with their own dark matter particles, leading
to multi-component dark matter.

models of Ref. [3] to include one hidden sector. Our re-
sults will not depend on hidden sector details, but to
aid in drawing intuition from well-known results, we as-
sume that the hidden sector has the same matter and
gauge groups as the MSSM, but with di!erent gauge and
Yukawa couplings, as discussed below. SUSY breaking
gives vacuum expectation values to a chiral field S, with
!S" = M + !2F . We couple S to MSSM messenger fields
" and "̄ and hidden sector messenger fields "X and "̄X

through the superpotential W = ""̄S" + "X"̄XS"X .
These couplings generate messenger F -terms Fm = "F
and FmX = "XF and induce SUSY-breaking masses in
the MSSM and hidden sectors at the messenger mass
scales Mm = "M and MmX = "XM , respectively.

Relic Density. Neglecting subleading e!ects and O(1)
factors, the MSSM superpartner masses are

m #
g2

16#2

Fm

Mm

=
g2

16#2

F

M
, (2)

where g is the largest relevant gauge coupling. Since m
also determines the electroweak symmetry breaking scale,
m # mweak. The hidden sector superpartner masses are

mX #
g2

X

16#2

FmX

MmX
=

g2
X

16#2

F

M
. (3)

As a result,

mX

g2
X

#
m

g2
#

F

16#2M
; (4)

that is, mX/g2
X is determined solely by the SUSY-

breaking sector. As this is exactly the combination of
parameters that determines the thermal relic density of
Eq. (1), the hidden sector automatically includes a dark
matter candidate that has the desired thermal relic den-
sity, irrespective of its mass. (In this example, the su-
perpartner masses are independent of " and "X ; this

will not hold generally. However, given typical couplings
" # "X # O(1), one expects the messenger F -terms and
masses to be approximately the same as those appearing
in !S", and Eq. (4) remains valid.)

This analysis assumes that these thermal relics are sta-
ble. Of course, this is not the case in the MSSM sector,
where thermal relics decay to gravitinos. This is a major
drawback for GMSB, especially because its classic dark
matter candidate, the thermal gravitino [5], is now too
hot to be compatible with standard cosmology [6]. So-
lutions to the dark matter problem in GMSB include
messenger sneutrinos [7], late entropy production [8], de-
caying singlets [9], and gravitino production in late de-
cays [10], but all of these bring complications, and only
the last one makes use of the WIMP miracle.

The problem exists in the MSSM, however, only be-
cause of an accident: the stable particles of the MSSM (p,
e, $, %, G̃) have masses which are not set by the SUSY-
breaking scale. Indeed, in the cases of the proton and
electron, this accident results from extremely suppressed
Yukawa couplings, which remain unexplained. There is
no reason for the hidden sector to su!er from this unfor-
tunate malady. Very generally, since mX is the only mass
scale in the hidden sector, we expect all hidden particles
to have mass # mX or be essentially massless, if en-
forced by a symmetry. We assume that the thermal relic
has mass around mX , and that discrete or global sym-
metries make this particle stable. At the same time, the
particles that are essentially massless at freeze out pro-
vide the thermal bath required for the validity of Eq. (1).
An example of a viable hidden sector is one with MSSM-
like particle content, but with di!erent gauge couplings,
3rd generation quark flavor conserved by a discrete or
global symmetry, and hidden t, b, t̃, and b̃ masses all
# mX . The lightest of these hidden particles will be
stable. They will combine with other particles to form
neutral bound states, properly seed structure formation,
and, in the absence of constraints on anomalous isotopes
in hidden sea water, be excellent dark matter candidates.

To summarize so far: GMSB models with hidden sec-
tors provide dark matter candidates that are not WIMPs
but nevertheless naturally have the correct thermal relic
density. These candidates have masses and gauge cou-
plings satisfying mX/g2

X # mweak/g2
weak, and

10!3 <
# gX

<
# 3

10 MeV <
# mX

<
# 10 TeV , (5)

where the upper limits from perturbativity nearly satu-
rate the unitarity bound [11], and the lower limits are
rough estimates from requiring the thermal relic to be
non-relativistic at freeze out so that Eq. (1) is valid.

Detection. If the hidden sector is not directly coupled
to the SM, then the corresponding dark matter candidate
interacts with the known particles only through gravity.
These candidates are cold dark matter, and their prop-
erties could be probed through their impact on structure
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The WIMPless Miracle

Jonathan L. Feng and Jason Kumar
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of California, Irvine, CA 92697, USA

We propose that dark matter is composed of particles that naturally have the correct thermal
relic density, but have neither weak-scale masses nor weak interactions. These WIMPless models
emerge naturally from gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking, where they elegantly solve the
dark matter problem. The framework accommodates single or multiple component dark matter,
dark matter masses from 10 MeV to 10 TeV, and interaction strengths from gravitational to strong.
These candidates enhance many direct and indirect signals relative to WIMPs and have qualitatively
new implications for dark matter searches and cosmological implications for colliders.

PACS numbers: 95.35.+d, 04.65.+e, 12.60.Jv

Introduction. Cosmological observations require dark
matter that cannot be composed of any of the known
particles. At the same time, attempts to understand
the weak force also invariably require new states. These
typically include weakly-interacting massive particles
(WIMPs) with masses around the weak scale mweak !
100 GeV " 1 TeV and weak interactions with coupling
gweak # 0.65. An appealing possibility is that one of the
particles motivated by particle physics simultaneously
satisfies the needs of cosmology. This idea is motivated
not only by Ockham’s razor, but by a striking quanti-
tative fact, the “WIMP miracle”: WIMPs are naturally
produced as thermal relics of the Big Bang with the den-
sities required for dark matter. The WIMP miracle con-
nects physics at the largest and smallest length scales,
drives most of the international program of dark matter
searches, and is the leading reason to expect cosmological
insights when the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) begins
operation in the coming year.

We show here, however, that the WIMP miracle does
not necessarily imply the existence of WIMPs. More pre-
cisely, we present well-motivated particle physics mod-
els in which particles naturally have the desired ther-
mal relic density, but have neither weak-scale masses nor
weak force interactions. In these models, dark matter
may interact only gravitationally or it may couple more
strongly to known particles. The latter possibility implies
that prospects for some dark matter experiments may be
greatly enhanced relative to WIMPs, with implications
for searches that di!er radically from those of WIMPs.

Quite generally, a particle’s thermal relic density is [1]

"X $
1

%!v&
!

m2
X

g4
X

, (1)

where %!v& is its thermally-averaged annihilation cross
section, mX and gX are the characteristic mass scale
and coupling entering this cross section, and the last
step follows from dimensional analysis. In the mod-
els discussed here, mX will be the dark matter parti-
cle’s mass. The WIMP miracle is the statement that,
for (mX , gX) ! (mweak, gweak), the relic density is typi-
cally within an order of magnitude of the observed value,

"X ' 0.24. Equation (1) makes clear, however, that
the thermal relic density fixes only one combination of
the dark matter’s mass and coupling. This observation
alone might be considered adequate motivation to con-
sider other values of (mX , gX) that give the correct "X .
Here, however, we further show that simple models with
low-energy supersymmetry (SUSY) predict exactly the
combinations of (mX , gX) that give the correct "X . In
these models, mX is a free parameter. For mX (= mweak,
these models are WIMPless, but for all mX they contain
dark matter with the desired thermal relic density.

Models. The models we consider are SUSY mod-
els with gauge-mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB) [2, 3].
These models have several sectors, as shown in Fig. 1.
The MSSM sector includes the fields of the minimal su-
persymmetric standard model. The SUSY-breaking sec-
tor includes the fields that break SUSY dynamically and
mediate this breaking to the MSSM through gauge in-
teractions. There are also one or more additional sectors
which have SUSY breaking gauge-mediated to them, and
these sectors contain the dark matter particles. These
sectors may not be particularly well-hidden, depending
on the presence of connector sectors to be discussed be-
low, but we follow precedent and refer to them as “hid-
den” sectors throughout this work. For other recent in-
vestigations of hidden dark matter, see Refs. [4].

Independent of cosmology, this is a well-motivated sce-
nario for new physics. GMSB models feature many of
the well-known virtues of SUSY, while at the same time
elegantly solving the flavor problems that generically
plague proposals for new weak-scale physics. In addi-
tion, in SUSY models that attempt to unite the standard
model (SM) with quantum gravity, such as those arising
from string theory, hidden sectors are ubiquitous. From
this point of view, it is likely that such sectors are not
merely an unmotivated contrivance, but a requirement of
the consistency of quantum gravity. Moreover, in large
classes of string models, such as intersecting brane mod-
els, SUSY breaking in one sector will naturally be medi-
ated by gauge interactions to every other sector, produc-
ing exactly the framework we have described.

As a concrete example, we extend the canonical GMSB

2

FIG. 1: Sectors of the model. SUSY breaking is mediated by
gauge interactions to the MSSM and the hidden sector, which
contains the dark matter particle X. An optional connector
sector contains fields Y , charged under both MSSM and hid-
den sector gauge groups, which induce signals in direct and
indirect searches and at colliders. There may also be other
hidden sectors with their own dark matter particles, leading
to multi-component dark matter.

models of Ref. [3] to include one hidden sector. Our re-
sults will not depend on hidden sector details, but to
aid in drawing intuition from well-known results, we as-
sume that the hidden sector has the same matter and
gauge groups as the MSSM, but with di!erent gauge and
Yukawa couplings, as discussed below. SUSY breaking
gives vacuum expectation values to a chiral field S, with
!S" = M + !2F . We couple S to MSSM messenger fields
" and "̄ and hidden sector messenger fields "X and "̄X

through the superpotential W = ""̄S" + "X"̄XS"X .
These couplings generate messenger F -terms Fm = "F
and FmX = "XF and induce SUSY-breaking masses in
the MSSM and hidden sectors at the messenger mass
scales Mm = "M and MmX = "XM , respectively.

Relic Density. Neglecting subleading e!ects and O(1)
factors, the MSSM superpartner masses are

m #
g2

16#2

Fm

Mm

=
g2

16#2

F

M
, (2)

where g is the largest relevant gauge coupling. Since m
also determines the electroweak symmetry breaking scale,
m # mweak. The hidden sector superpartner masses are

mX #
g2

X

16#2

FmX

MmX
=

g2
X

16#2

F

M
. (3)

As a result,

mX

g2
X

#
m

g2
#

F

16#2M
; (4)

that is, mX/g2
X is determined solely by the SUSY-

breaking sector. As this is exactly the combination of
parameters that determines the thermal relic density of
Eq. (1), the hidden sector automatically includes a dark
matter candidate that has the desired thermal relic den-
sity, irrespective of its mass. (In this example, the su-
perpartner masses are independent of " and "X ; this

will not hold generally. However, given typical couplings
" # "X # O(1), one expects the messenger F -terms and
masses to be approximately the same as those appearing
in !S", and Eq. (4) remains valid.)

This analysis assumes that these thermal relics are sta-
ble. Of course, this is not the case in the MSSM sector,
where thermal relics decay to gravitinos. This is a major
drawback for GMSB, especially because its classic dark
matter candidate, the thermal gravitino [5], is now too
hot to be compatible with standard cosmology [6]. So-
lutions to the dark matter problem in GMSB include
messenger sneutrinos [7], late entropy production [8], de-
caying singlets [9], and gravitino production in late de-
cays [10], but all of these bring complications, and only
the last one makes use of the WIMP miracle.

The problem exists in the MSSM, however, only be-
cause of an accident: the stable particles of the MSSM (p,
e, $, %, G̃) have masses which are not set by the SUSY-
breaking scale. Indeed, in the cases of the proton and
electron, this accident results from extremely suppressed
Yukawa couplings, which remain unexplained. There is
no reason for the hidden sector to su!er from this unfor-
tunate malady. Very generally, since mX is the only mass
scale in the hidden sector, we expect all hidden particles
to have mass # mX or be essentially massless, if en-
forced by a symmetry. We assume that the thermal relic
has mass around mX , and that discrete or global sym-
metries make this particle stable. At the same time, the
particles that are essentially massless at freeze out pro-
vide the thermal bath required for the validity of Eq. (1).
An example of a viable hidden sector is one with MSSM-
like particle content, but with di!erent gauge couplings,
3rd generation quark flavor conserved by a discrete or
global symmetry, and hidden t, b, t̃, and b̃ masses all
# mX . The lightest of these hidden particles will be
stable. They will combine with other particles to form
neutral bound states, properly seed structure formation,
and, in the absence of constraints on anomalous isotopes
in hidden sea water, be excellent dark matter candidates.

To summarize so far: GMSB models with hidden sec-
tors provide dark matter candidates that are not WIMPs
but nevertheless naturally have the correct thermal relic
density. These candidates have masses and gauge cou-
plings satisfying mX/g2

X # mweak/g2
weak, and

10!3 <
# gX

<
# 3

10 MeV <
# mX

<
# 10 TeV , (5)

where the upper limits from perturbativity nearly satu-
rate the unitarity bound [11], and the lower limits are
rough estimates from requiring the thermal relic to be
non-relativistic at freeze out so that Eq. (1) is valid.

Detection. If the hidden sector is not directly coupled
to the SM, then the corresponding dark matter candidate
interacts with the known particles only through gravity.
These candidates are cold dark matter, and their prop-
erties could be probed through their impact on structure

Feng, Tu, Yu, CAP 0810:043,2008

Virtually the same setup invoked to gauge 
B and L:    Dulaney, Perez, Wise 1005.0617



Tevatron Limits

The connector quarks are colored, 
and can be pair-produced at colliders.

Once produced, they decay into 
ordinary quarks (t or b) and the light 
WIMP. 

In 1002.3366, Alwall, Feng, Kumar, and 
Su considered Tevatron bounds and 
early LHC prospects.

They considered existing searches, 
which they evaluated for their 
particular WIMPless model.

Alwall, Feng, Kumar, 
Su   1002.3366
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Collider Signatures:

B’B’ --> bXbX
T’T’ --> tXtX
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B’B’→bbXX is similar to  sbottom pair production with  sbottom -> bottom neutralino.
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Alwall et al translate these into mB’ > 330 GeV
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Gluino Searches
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There is also a higher luminosity 
CDF search for gluinos which 
decay via sbottoms into 2 hard 
b-jets and missing energy.

The CDF search is sufficiently 
inclusive that the B’B’ signal can 
pass the cuts.

Alwall et al translate these 
bounds into mB’ > 370 GeV.



Early LHC Prospects

Early LHC in this case means 10 TeV 
and ~300 pb-1.

T’ pair production produces top 
pairs and missing energy.

Both all-hadronic and lepton+jets 
top (pair) decays are considered.

The dominant background is t 
tbar itself.  Stiff cuts on the 
missing transverse energy help a 
lot in extracting the signal.

T !T̄ ! ! t(")Xt̄(")X ! bW+Xb̄W#X
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lepton+jets
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FIG. 6: 3! (Gaussian equivalent) discovery contours for a 10 TeV LHC run, in the semi-leptonic
channel (left) and the hadronic channel (right), for integrated luminosities 100, 200, and 300 pb!1.
For each point in parameter space, the cut with the best significance has been chosen.

channel could provide a 3! signal for mT !
<! 490 GeV and mX

<! 170 GeV with 300 pb!1

luminosity. We might also observe a positive signal for mX up to about 170 GeV in the
o!-shell decay region (mT ! " mX < mt) for mT !

<! 330 GeV.
It is clear from the discovery and exclusion contours, both for the Tevatron and the

LHC, that the fully hadronic channel has considerably larger reach than the semi-leptonic
channel, for reasons enumerated in Sec. IV. In this channel, the full, currently viable, region
in parameter space can be excluded at a 10 TeV LHC run.3 In case both channels are visible,
they can be used to distinguish between di!erent model and mass hypotheses.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have considered the prospects for hadron colliders to pair produce new exotic quarks
that decay directly to a pair of dark matter particles and SM particles. Although we have a
particular interest in the WIMPless dark matter scenario [7] (including a specific example [8]
that can potentially explain the DAMA annual modulation result), this scenario is motivated
on quite general grounds, and, with minor modifications, our analysis applies to many other
dark matter scenarios and other new physics models.

We have focused on the up-type exotic quark T ". T " pair production leads to T "T̄ " #
tt̄XX, and we have then analyzed the semi-leptonic and fully hadronic channels. The fully
hadronic channel (vetoing events with leptons) seems to be the most e"cient, because of

3 The results obtained here can be readily translated to an LHC run at 7 TeV, by multiplying the integrated

luminosities needed by roughly a factor of 3. This approximation accounts for the di!erence in cross

sections at di!erent center of mass energies, assuming that the cut e"ciencies for both the signal and

backgrounds do not change significantly.
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From a talk at GGI by S. Su: For LHC @7TeV, same reach for 3 x Luminosity.

3σ LHC Reach

Some window for an early observation even post Tevatron.



Jets + Missing Energy

For large color charged 
objects (gluinos!) 
decaying into jets and 
missing energy, there is 
reach at 7 TeV!

The reach depends 
sensitively on the 
parent mass (which 
controls the over-all 
rate) and the mass 
splitting with the 
neutral state (controls 
the missing energy).

pp! g̃g̃ + X ! (qq̄!̃0)(qq̄!̃0) + X

Direct Gluino Decays
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V. GLUINO EXCLUSION LIMITS

A. No Cascade Decays

For the remainder of the paper, we will discuss how model-independent jets + ET! searches
can be used to set limits on the parameters in a particular theory. We will focus specifically
on the case of pair-produced gluinos at the Tevatron and begin by considering the simplified
scenario of a direct decay to the bino. The expected number of jets depends on the relative
mass di!erence between the gluino and bino. When the mass di!erence is small, the decay
jets are very soft and initial-state radiation is important; in this limit, the monojet search
is best. When the mass di!erence is large, the decay jets are hard and well-defined, so
the multijet search is most e!ective. The dijet and threejet searches are important in the
transition between these two limits.

As an example, let us consider the model spectrum with a 340 GeV gluino decaying
directly into a 100 GeV bino. In this case, the gluino is heavy and its mass di!erence with
the bino is relatively large, so we expect the multijet search to be most e!ective. Table III
shows the di!erential cross section grids for the 1-4+ jet searches for this simulated signal
point. The colors indicate the significance of the signal over the limits presented in Table II;
the multijet search has the strongest excesses.

Previously [28], we obtained exclusion limits by optimizing the ET! and HT cuts, which
involves simulating each mass point beforehand to determine which cuts are most appropri-
ate. This is e!ectively like dealing with a 1" 1 grid, for which a 95% exclusion corresponds
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FIG. 4: The 95% exclusion region for DO! at 4 fb!1 assuming 50% systematic error on background.
The exclusion region for a directly decaying gluino is shown in light blue; the worst case scenario
for the cascade decay is shown in dark blue. The dashed line represents the CMSSM points and
the “X” is the current DO! exclusion limit at 2 fb!1.
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Doubling the reach in the next year!

2! Tevatron

Izaguirre, Wacker, to appear soon Thanks Jay!



Outlook

There is still much to do to make the most of the 7 TeV LHC run.  Most 
studies still only exist for 14 TeV.  The lower energy studies tend to focus 
on 10 TeV.

Some work has been done on 7 TeV, and I expect this to continue.  It 
would be great to gather the 7 TeV material -- I am sure there is quite a bit 
of which I am just unaware exists.

There are prospects for BSM physics at 7 TeV and 1 fb-1:

Z’s

Diquark resonances

Pairs of colored particles -- at least for some masses!

We have to get (a little) lucky, but nature could easily surprise us!
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Bonus Material

Beltran, Hooper, Kolb, Krusberg, 
TT, 1002.4137

Goodman, Ibe, Rajaraman, 
Shepherd, TT,  Yu, 1005.1286

In the likely event that I have 
some extra time, I thought to 

tell you about some other 
LHC-related from UCI:

“Model-independent Collider 
Limits on Majorana WIMPs”



Model-independent Limits on 
Majorana WIMPs using EFTs

I’ll focus on the case in which the (Majorana) 
WIMP is the only accessible new physics to a 
given experiment -- A “Maverick” particle.

WIMPs interact with SM through higher 
dimensional operators.

For both colliders and direct detection, the most 
relevant operators are the ones which connect 
WIMPs to quarks or gluons.

This limits the leading operators of interest to 
the set of 10 which preserve Lorentz and gauge 
invariance.  (Others can be Fierz’d into this form).

We assume MFV; leading terms in vector 
operators are universal and scalar operators are 
proportional to quark masses.

UCI-HEP-TR-2010-09

Constraints on Light Majorana Dark Matter from Colliders

Jessica Goodman, Masahiro Ibe, Arvind Rajaraman, William Shepherd, Tim M.P. Tait, and Hai-Bo Yu
Department of Physics & Astronomy, University of California, Irvine, CA 92697

(Dated: May 11, 2010)

We explore model-independent collider constraints on light Majorana dark matter particles. We
find that colliders provide a complementary probe of WIMPs to direct detection, and give the
strongest current constraints on light DM particles. Collider experiments can access interactions
not probed by direct detection searches, and outperform direct detection experiments by about an
order of magnitude for certain operators in a large part of parameter space. For operators which are
suppresssed at low momentum transfer, collider searches have already placed constraints on such
operators limiting their use as an explanation for DAMA.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been much interest in light (or-
der ! GeV) mass dark matter [1–4]. This interest is
partly spurred by the fact that the DAMA signal of an-
nual modulation [5] may be understood as consistent with
null results reported by CDMS [6] and Xenon 10 [7] if
the dark matter is a weakly interacting massive particle
(WIMP) of mass ! 10 GeV [8]. Further excitement is
motivated by the signal reported by CoGeNT, which fa-
vors a WIMP in the same mass range [9] as DAMA with
moderate channeling (however, unpublished data from 5
towers of CDMS Si detectors [10] provides some tension,
see [3]).

A WIMP which is relevant for direct detection exper-
iments necessarily has substantial coupling to nucleons,
and thus can be produced in high energy particle physics
experiments such as the Tevatron and Large Hadron Col-
lider (LHC). In particular, light WIMP states can be pro-
duced with very large rates. These WIMPs escape un-
detected, and hence the most promising signals involve
missing energy from a pair of WIMPs recoiling against
Standard Model (SM) radiation from the initial state
quarks/gluons [11–13]. While such searches are compli-
cated by large SM backgrounds producing missing en-
ergy, we will find that colliders can provide stringent re-
strictions on the parameter space of light dark matter
models. Colliders can also access interactions which are
irrelevant for direct detection (either because they lead
to vanishing matrix elements in non-relativistic nucleon
states or are suppressed at low momentum transfer).

In this article, we explore the bounds colliders can
place on a light Majorana fermion WIMP, which we
assume interacts with the SM largely through higher
dimensional operators. By exploring the complete set
of leading operators, we arrive at a model-independent
picture (up to our assumptions) of WIMP interactions
with SM particles in the case where the WIMP is some-
what lighter than any other particles in the dark sec-
tor. We show that colliders can outperform direct detec-
tion searches significantly over a large area of parameter
space.

Name Type G! !! !q

M1 qq mq/2M3
!

1 1
M2 qq imq/2M3

!
!5 1

M3 qq imq/2M3
!

1 !5

M4 qq mq/2M3
!

!5 !5

M5 qq 1/2M2
!

!5!µ !µ

M6 qq 1/2M2
!

!5!µ !5!
µ

M7 GG "s/8M3
!

1 -
M8 GG i"s/8M3

!
!5 -

M9 GG̃ "s/8M3
!

1 -
M10 GG̃ i"s/8M3

!
!5 -

TABLE I: The list of the e"ective operators defined in Eq. (1).

II. THE EFFECTIVE THEORY

We assume that the WIMP (!) is the only degree of
freedom beyond the SM accessible to the experiments
of interest. Under this assumption, the interactions be-
tween WIMPs and SM fields are mediated by higher di-
mensional operators, which are non-renormalizable in the
strict sense, but may remain predictive with respect to
experiments whose energies are low compared to the mass
scale of their coe!cients. We assume the WIMP is a SM
singlet, and examine operators of the form [12, 14, 15]

L(dim6)
int,qq = G! [!̄"!!] " [q̄"qq] ,

L(dim7)
int,GG = G! [!̄"!!] " (GG orGG̃) , (1)

Here q denotes the quarks q = u, d, s, c, b, t, and G and G̃
the field strength of the gluon with G̃µ" = "µ"#$G#$/2.
Ten independent Lorentz-invariant interactions are al-
lowed; by applying Fierz transformations, all other oper-
ators can be rewritten as a linear combination of opera-
tors of the desired form. In Table I, we present couplings
G! and "!,q for these ten operators, where we have ex-
pressed G!’s in terms of an energy scale M!. In the table,
we have assumed that the coe!cients of the scalar oper-
ators, M1-M4, are proportional to the quark masses, in
order to avoid large flavor changing neutral currents. We
will assume that the interaction is dominated by only one
of the above operators in the table.

Our e#ective theory description will break down at en-

!

q

[q̄!qq] [!̄!!!]

[!̄!!!]Gµ"Gµ"



Jets + Missing Energy

The collider signature is one or 
more hard jets recoiling against the 
WIMPs -- “Nothing” as far as a 
collider detector is concerned.

To place bounds, we compare with 
a CDF monojet search which was 
aimed at ADD graviton production:

Leading jet PT > 80 GeV

Missing ET > 80 GeV

2nd jet allowed PT < 30 GeV

Veto more jets PT > 20 GeV

Veto isolated leptons with      
PT > 10 GeV.

ψ

ψ
SM Particles } Missing 

Momentum

Visible radiation

Based on 1 fb-1, CDF constrains
new physics (after cuts) σ < 0.6 pb.

CDF,  0807.3132
http://www-cdf.fnal.gov/physics/exotica/r2a/

20070322.mono_jet/public/ykk.html

http://www-cdf.fnal.gov/physics/exotica/r2a
http://www-cdf.fnal.gov/physics/exotica/r2a
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Direct Detection

Our operators can also be translated into direct detection experiments.

Only three operators contribute to non-relativistic WIMP scattering with 
a heavy nucleus.

Two operators potentially contribute to spin-independent scattering.

One operator potentially contributes to spin-dependent scattering.

We follow the usual procedure and quote WIMP-nucleon cross sections.  
In terms of M* we have:

!N
SI;M1 =

4µ2
!

"

!
0.082 GeV2

" #
1

2M3
!

$2

!N
SI;M7 =

4µ2
!

"

!
5.0 GeV2

" #
1

8M3
!

$2

!N
SD;M6 =

16µ2
!

"
(0.015)

!
1

2M2
!

"2



Spin-independent
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From WIMPs to SIMPs...
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Spin-dependent
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Comparison with CDF Study

In 1002.4137 we were able to reproduce the backgrounds CDF found 
based on its own Monte Carlo simulations (improved with data):

The dominant background is Z + jets with the Z decaying into 
neutrinos.

Efficiencies from Monte Carlo, matched to Z + jet with Z decaying 
into leptons data (correcting for the branching ratios).

Next in importance is W + jets (where the charged lepton from the W 
decay gets lost).  

Veto isolated (ΔR > 0.4) leptons with PT > 10 GeV.

“QCD” background from mismeasured jets was negligible.

Theory uncertainties in background rates ~ %; (N)NLO rates available 
and LO rates are driven by quark PDFs.



Signal and Background

At the parton level, there is a clear 
difference between the kinematics 
of the WIMP events compared 
with the SM backgrounds.

The WIMPs are produced by 
higher dimensional operators, 
which grow with energy compared 
to the softer SM background 
processes.

The harder spectrum is reflected 
in the PT of the associated jet(s), 
which must balance the WIMPs.
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Beyond the Parton Level

These differences survive 
parton showering and 
hadronization (simulated by 
PYTHIA) and detector 
response (simulated by 
PGS in its default Tevatron 
detector model).

Our detailed study 
suggests that one can 
probably optimize a search 
and do better than the 
CDF monojet search aimed 
at Large Extra Dimensions.
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LHC

To estimate the LHC sensitivity we 
rely on the ATLAS search for jets + 
missing energy:

Missing ET > 500 GeV 

Vetoing extra jets is counter-
productive at the LHC.

Since we are interested in the 
eventual reach of the LHC, we 
assume 14 TeV and 100 fb-1.

It would be interesting to see what 
the LHC can say for 7 TeV and ~ 1 
fb-1 -- it is probably non-trivial!

Vacavant, Hinchliffe, 
J Phys G 27, 1839 (2001)
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Collider/Direct Synergy

For operators leading to spin-
independent scattering, colliders and 
direct searches show a lot of 
complementarity.

Colliders win at low WIMP 
masses and for gluon interactions.

Direct detection can reach much 
lower cross sections for quark-
scattering at ~100 GeV masses.

Tevatron already says something 
about the DAMA/CoGeNT low 
mass region; LHC will say a lot.

Not shown: Xenon100 low mass 
analysis.
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Colliders already do an excellent job 
for spin-dependent scattering WIMPs.

Tevatron limits are better than 
existing or near future direct 
limits, except at large masses.

Generally, colliders easily handle even 
higher dimensional operators with 
more momentum dependence, 
because colliders are not energy 
limited except for large masses. 1 10 210 310
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Outlook -- Collider DM

Effective field theories can be used to study WIMP interactions, and 
provide a common language for direct, indirect, and collider searches.

Colliders can provide interesting bounds on WIMPs.  In this specific case, 
we have looked at theories where bounds don’t originate from production 
of some exotic colored particle which decays into WIMPs.

Where this assumption does not hold, bounds could get stronger or 
weaker, depending on how one UV-completes the operator description.

Already, Tevatron puts interesting constraints on spin-dependent 
interactions which are stronger than direct searches.  

LHC has a large degree of complimentarity with spin-independent 
searches.

Together, direct, indirect, and collider searches offer a more complete 
picture of dark matter interactions with the Standard Model!


